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course notes: Centers of Excellence & Direct Contracting
Centers of Excellence and Direct Contracting opportunities bring tremendous value to 
employers while delivering high quality benefits and services to their employees.

In this video, we’ll discuss-

        What are Centers of Excellence 
        Cost and quality advantages of using Centers of Excellence
        Direct Contracting’s local advantages 

Centers of Excellence
Centers of Excellence (“COE”) are independent and in network (CIGNA, AETNA, etc.)  
facilities and specialists for specific procedures, most commonly used for procedures 
like transplants, cardiac treatment, and muscular-skeletal care. Centers of Excellence 
are most noted for driving better patient outcomes while delivering value.
 
Centers of excellence are a prime example of the fact that quality does not always 
correlate to price when it comes to healthcare. COE’s offer the advantage of 
specializing- because they perform more of the same procedures over and over, the 
quality of care tends to be higher and patient outcomes are better. Rate of 
complications or infections, and length of hospital stay are often much lower as well. 
The frequency and volume of the services performed by centers of excellence are also 
higher, so efficiencies develop and costs come down, too. 

Centers of Excellence are typically used for planned, life-altering procedures. Because 
there is time and ability to decide where these procedures will be performed, there are 
options. Centers of Excellence offer the resources to make an informed choice about 
quality and price. Think of a center of excellence as a provider with the greatest 
proficiency for the specific procedure that needs to be performed.

For example, an individual is newly diagnosed with a condition available through the 
network’s center of excellence program. As the individual moves forward with



with authorization for the procedure or 
pre-certification, they are automatically directed 
to the center of excellence program. The pre- 
certification is flagged and identified as a center of 
excellence case, and a case manager is assigned to 
work with the individual to facilitate the center of 
excellence experience or utilization. This includes 
pre- and post-procedure assistance.

Because centers of excellence not only create high 
value outcomes that reduce costs significantly, the 
deductibles and coinsurance obligations of 
employees and their family members can be waived 
as an incentive to use centers of excellence. 
Oftentimes, travel and/or companion expenses can 
be covered for much less than the savings incurred 
by using a center of excellence. This is a nice 
benefit to be able to offer employees.

Direct Contracting
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Direct Contracting works like a Centers of Excellence, in the employer’s locale. When 
you enter a Direct Contracting partnership with a provider or local hospital system, 
you’re creating your own network of care givers. Per that contract, specified types of 
care are carried out at an agreed-upon price. 

Direct Contracting is a great solution for employers whose employees are in one 
general geographic location. A local network of providers benefits the community when 
healthcare dollars are directly spent in the community. Direct Contracting replaces the 
typical national healthcare network with a local provider, and is a friendlier, more 
cooperative approach to health care pricing. Think of it as an agreement to implement a 
reference based (Medicare) pricing plan. 



A direct contracting partnership can cover anything from primary care to specific 
procedures, heart surgeries or even all of a broad spectrum of services offered by the 
local provider systems. The provider system is attracted to the group of patients and 
the opportunity to offer competitive services without needing to be licensed as an 
insurance company. The employer gets high quality care at transparent, competitive 
prices. Members get the added value of reduced costs and greater benefits, all close 
to home.

Roundstone has several direct contracting partners that bring added value to employers 
with local employees in areas with a strong high- value provider system.

If your groups are looking to move to a self-funded plan with Roundstone, there are 
centers of excellence embedded in the networks we partner with, and third party 
solutions we recommend. Additional programs for more specific procedures can be 
recommended by the CSI Team.

Roundstone is dedicated to helping your clients find Centers of Excellence and Direct 
Contracting opportunities that best meet their needs.


